Hurricane Matthew
The Bahamas
10-9-16 Comprehensive Executive Summary
Bahamas National Emergency Management Agency

The Pathfinders Task Force (PTF) was working under the Bahamas National Emergency
Management Agency (NEMA) to assist in the coordination of the response to Hurricane Matthew
in the Bahamas. The Type IV, Mission Ready Package of 8 PTF responders were in Nassau
through the storm, co-located in two Bahamian EOCs. PTF was assisting NEMA with Incident
Management Team personnel as well as supporting rescue & response operations with the
deployment of a Common Operating Picture to improve coordination for responding agencies.
Given the severity of the impact, PTF worked with over 38 local and international agencies.
SUMMARY
The following report summarizes some of the work performed by NEMA, Bahamas Ministry of
Works, Royal Bahamas Defense Force, and Pathfinders Task Force following Hurricane
Matthew. This summary is meant to detail different aspects of work that was performed, ranging
from Rescues, Rapid Damage Assessments, Critical Infrastructure Assessments, and associated
debris removal and contractor work for Nassau, Grand Bahama Island, and Andros Island. This
data is collected using the Pathfinders Software and is color coded based on priority level, and
contains time/date stamped, geocoded photos plus data that is tied to the worker or responder who
submitted the field report. This data appears instantly at the NEMA Emergency Operations Center
as well as in the Bahamas Ministry of Works and gives the Command situational awareness live
time. Roads and parts of the electrical grid were assigned a level of damage based on the severity
of the impact, allowing Operations to allocate additional resources quicker to assist in local
response efforts. The whole system also still worked when all cell and Internet failed as well.
PTF worked closely with NEMA and Bahamas Ministry of Works to conduct assessment
operations and provide actionable data to increase the timeliness of resource allocation. Over 50+
strike team and task force leaders, each using their own smart phones, were trained in minutes to
cover over 250 responders. They were GPS tracked through this software, giving safety and
alternate forms of communication benefits, as well as alerting Command as to follow up needs.
Contractors, with their employees, also were registered in this system and also were rapidly
trained. All work that they performed relating to debris removal, cutting down trees that block
the road, and drain cleaning were recorded in this system. The system also is continuing to be
used by 50+ managers to increase efficiency, create an audit log, document all activities, and help
reduce any possible fraudulent claims. It also provides Ministry of Works’ inspectors and
engineers a live time method to monitor and locate all contractor teams in the field. To date, over
3,000 time/date stamped field reports with geotagged photos have been logged into the system.
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Overview of Nassau Assessments & Contractor Work – Sunday, 10/9/16

South Nassau Assessments – Yellow and Red denote return work required - Monday, 10/10/16
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Southwest Nassau Assessments -Yellow and Red denote return work required – Sunday, 10/9/16

Nassau Downed Trees & Contractor Work – the green dots are contractors - Sunday, 10/9/16
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Freeport First Responder Track & Assessments including flight paths - Sunday, 10/9/16

Ministry of Works Contractor Track for Critical Infrastructure Assessments – Friday, 10/7/16
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Sample of Search and Rescue Operations – 28 citizens were rescued – Thursday, 10/6/16
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Nassau Downed Trees Data, relied upon to help dispatch contractors – Saturday, 10/8/16
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Sample of Damage Assessment Data – Sunday, 10/9/16
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Samples of Downed Poles on Freeport – Saturday, 10/8/16
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Sample of Contractor Employees registered through Pathfinders software – Sunday, 10/9/16
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Freeport Damage Assessments – Saturday, 10/8/16 - Red, Yellow, Green - level of damage

Freeport Damage Assessments – Sunday, 10/9/16 - Red, Yellow, Green - level of damage
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Southwest Point Assessments – Sunday, 10/9/16 - Red, Yellow, Green - level of damage

West End Assessments – Sunday, 10/9/16 Red, Yellow, Green - level of damage
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Andros Overflight and Airport Assessments – Friday, 10/7/16

Andros Damage Assessments – Friday, 10/7/16

For more information, contact Scott Lewis, 561-389-9667 or at scott@pathfinders.cc
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